
the workman the" lawn." It is finally passed through I 
a filtering press. 

As a majority of pottery articles are circular in sec
tion, the turning process in one form or another enters 
largely into the manufacture: One of our illustrations 
shows a thrower making a vase on the historic pot· 
ter's wheel. This apparatus is a horizontal table kept 
in rapid rotation. The mass of clay for the article is 
weighed oat, is placed on the center of the table, and 
by the fingers of the workman is rapidly brought 
to the required shape. This is almost pure handwork, 
but in another phase of operations special shaping 
tools are used, as shown in the cuts, representing 
"battering out" and" jollying." These processes are 
shown as al-'plied to plates. A mould representing the 
contour of the one side of the plate is laid upon the 
table and OIl it the clay is placed. The workman, or 
"batterer," then brings down upon the clay an ap

proximate mould of the other side of the plate and 
passes the partly shaped article to the" jollier." The 
latter place� it on a potter's wheel, a profile mould or 
scraper is brought down upon it as it rotates, which 
shapes the surfac3 to the exact contour required. The 
cut is self-explanatory. 

Another phase of the shaping process is shown in 
the cut representing ,. turning," where the clay is 
turned off on a species of lathe. The operation of 
"pressing," another phase of the system, is also shown 
in one of the cuts as applied to the manufacture of 
pitc�lers Here sectional moulds are em ployed, in 
which the object is made in three or more pieces. 
The workman then rolls a lump of clay between the 
palms of his hands so as to form it into a cylindel'and, 
laying this along the joints, brings the moulds to
gether to form the completed article. Another very 
ingenious way of forming articles of complicated shape 
is the ca�ting process. It should be said in advance 
that plaster of Paris is used universally for the moulds. 
This substance being very ahsorbent, the surface 
moisrure is rcmoved from the clay by capillarity, and 
thi� action is especially invoked in the casting process. 
The monlds for a pitcher corresponding to its exterior 
surface are placed together and held by a strap. The 
workm3n uses a mixture of clay and water of the con
�istency of cream. After thoroughly mixing it, he 
pours it into the mould ; as the latter absorbs the 
moisture from the clay a film is soon formed which 
thickens gradually, and when the workman finds the 
operation is complete, the �urplus material is poured 
out of the mould, leaving in it the proper thickne>'s 
of clay dried by capillarity, of the precise shape of the, 
interior, reproducing every detail. 

The articles have now to be filed, and kiln placing is 
the next operation. The articles are pu t in proper recep· 
tacles called saggers. and are stacked up in the kiln, 
which is a dome-like receptacle connected with which 
is a furnace. When the kiln is full it is closed and the 
furnace is started, and for a number of hours, the period 
depending upon the goods to be produced, the firing 
is continued. Whlln cold, the ware b removed from 
the furnace, and is then termed biscuit ware. 

Before the glazing is applied all rough pieces are rll
moved from the goods by an operation termed "fet
tling." Each piece is carefully inspected and smootheL 
over if req uired. It is at this stage that it may be 
ornamented in relief. This is done by an India rubber 
bag syringe. The bag is open at one end and has a 
nozzle at the other. It is filled with mixed 01ay and 
water of proper consistency. and the workman ejects 
it by squeezing upon the surface of the object, pro
dUCling various designs, as shown in one of the illus
trations. 

The glazing procellS comes next in order. The glaze 
consists of a special glass pulverized to the utmost 
degree of fineness, and mixed with water to a crealll
like consistency. The articles are dipped into this 
and are removed with a quantity adhering. They 
are put into a glazing kiln in saggers and are heated 
until the glaze enters into a perfect fusion. After 
eooling, they are removed and are complete, unless 
they have to be decorated. 

Decoration consists in painting or imprinting de
signs upon the glazed surface with special paints. 

After the decorating, the article is again fired, so as 
to fnse the paints into the enamel, and tbe article is 
finished. 

The Knowles Works have been selected by our 
special artist, owing to the fact that they are the 
largest works of the kind in the United States. 

They have 19 regular kilns in operation, in addi
tiDn to 12 decorating kilns. which. with other kilns, 
bring up the total to 93 kilns. Over 700 employes are 
()ccupied at the works. 

--------���.�.-------------
Pre�er villg .he (�o]or of Flo\vers. 

The following method of preserving the colors of 
dried tiowers, applieable to even the most delicate 
poppies, has been discovered by Herr Nienhaus. Am
monia in thl' air is the main canse of flowers losing 
their tints; so Herr Nienhaus presses his specimens 
between paper which has been previou�ly saturated 
witt a, �olution of one per cent of oxalic acid in 
water. 
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THE ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY. 

The complexion of the world and the phases of our 
existence, ov. ing to the astonishingly rapid progress in 
the arts, are ul,dergoing grave changes. The cruder 
animal powers are heing put aside in favor of mechani
cal ones. A few years ago ferryboats were propelled 
across the rivers about New York City by horse power, 
as commemorated by Fitz Gl'eene Halleck in one of his 
poems. To-day a horse boat, as they were caUed, 
wou ld appear as much of an anomaly and as archaic 
as a horse car will to our descendants. The introduc· 

.. ___ . ____ ._ tion of the trolley has almost abolished what was per-
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haps the greatest single fipld for the clllployment of 
horses. And lately Ulan has found that he can, on a 
bicycle, propel himself far better than any horse can. 
The bicycle is possible simply because of the mechani
cal perfection of the machine. 

Coal is now the great source of power. A ton of 
coal represents eight or ten thousand man power 
hours, and perhaps over one thousand horse power 
hours. It can be produced for so small a price that 
in the regions of its production it is the smallest ele
llJent in the expense of power production. There 
would be little choice in the Pennsylvania coal regiom 
between a steam plant or a water power plant for the 
production of power. But given the power, the ex
pense only begins. The turbine or steam engine is 
the first step that costs; thc subsequent ones involving 
the distribution of the power require the expenditure 
of money for their maintenance. Shafting and dis
tribution apparatus in general have to be kept up, 
belting wears out, lubricating material has to be used, 
buildings must be kept in repair, and the labor and 
material charge for all this counts up rapidly. 
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of power. 

This being the field of electricity's trium phs, and a 
field as yet illl perfectly explored, it would appear that 

Contento. it would give great scope to experiment and inven-
(Illustrated articles "re marked with an asterisk.) tion. 'l'he dynamo builder prides himself on turning 
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large or how small the conductors should be. The 
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problem is made more tantalizing- by the fact that 
with a high enough potential small wires could trans
mit a comparatively great power, while the great dan
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Accordingly the process of prodllcing power in sta
tions by the best steam plant and of there converting 
mechanical energy into elcctri(� energy with scarcely 
any loss goes on, and is coincident with the transmis
sion of power over a circuit of resistance high enough 
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Frederick E, Sickles_ 

By the death of Mr. Sickles a vacancy occurs in the 
engineering world of no small consequence. The fol
lowing interesting tribute to the deceased inventor and 
engineer. from the Engineering Rf>cord, will recall to 
the minds of our older readers the excitement created 
at the time Mr. Dickerson was endeavoring to induce 
the Navy Department to introduce the Sickles cut-off 
on all the government vesselR : 

Mr. Sickles was an inventor of world-wide reputation, 
and who for the past seven years was the chief engi
neer of the National 'Vater Works Company, of Kan
sas City, Mo. He died of heart failure March 9, at the 
age of 76 years. Born in 1819, on a farm near Camden, 
N . . r., after recei ving a common school ed ucation young 
Sickles started in his professional career as a rodman 
for the Harlem Railroad, and then, at the age of 17 
years, was apprenticed to the Allaire Machine Works 
in New York City. He showed at this time his taste 
for mechanics by close attention to the study of physics, 
and while in the Allaire shops noticed a defect in a 
small stationary engine. In devising a means of over
coming this he invented, in 1842, the well known Sickles 
cut-off, which was the first drop cut-off to be practically 
successful. 

Although Sickles has been given the credit of invent
ing the drop cut-off and dash-pot principle, now one of 
the principal features of the so·called Corliss gear, Mr. 
Thomas Rowland, president of the Continental Iron 
Works, informed us that Sickles was antedated by a 
man named Barber, who invented the first positive re
leasing gear and elllployed a dash pot to catch the 

_ valve as it descended. Barher's valve was actuated by 
a single eccentric, and hence the cut-off could only take 
place bet ween zero and one-half stroke. The mechan
ism Barber employed was crude and gave little satis
faction. Mr. Rowland said that Mr. Sickles then im
proved the Barber cut-off by introducing what he 
called a "wiper," which, operated by a separate eccen
tric or by attachment to a pin on the working beam, 
allowed the mlt-off to occur at any point from zero to 
full stroke. Corliss, at a still later date, improved 
the Sickles cut-off by makinb it automatic by connect
ing it to a governor. 

From other sources we learn tha t Corliss was said to 
have infringed upon the patents of Sickles, and then 
began one of the most famous suits in histo�y lI,nel 
after years of litigation Sickles obtained a favorable 
decision. Mr. Sickles thell asked for inj unction against 
the users of the engines, bu t it was denied by the courts 
on grounds of public policy. 

In connection with the right of Sickles to claim the 
invention of the drop c ut-off it  will be of interest to 
know that Sickles, who had a very interesting exhibit 
of his inventions at the Centennial, was recommended 
to receive an award for his invention of the drop cut
off by the board of judges, of which our informant on 
this point, Mr. Charles T. Porter, was a member. This 
recommendation, the only one so treated of the vast 
number handled by the judges, was not passed upon 
by the committee on revision, and of this committee 
Mr. Corliss was the chairman. 

The first marine engine to operate with the Sickles 
cut-off was, Mr. Rowland states, on the steamer 
Champion, a vessel belonging to Commodore Vander
bilt and plying upon Long Island l::!ound in 1844. 

Mr. E. N. Dickerson, a patent lawyer of considerable 
reputation, who had always teen interested in steam 
engines and their improvements, associated himself 
with Mr. Sickles about this time for the purpose of ex
ploiting such inventions as either might make, Mr. 
Dickerson being an inventor of no mean consequence. 
Some time in 1850 the steamer Bay State was con
structed for the Fall River Company, and the Novelty 
Iron Works, under the direction of its president, 
Horatio Allen, made some changes in the valve gear of 
her engine that were decided to be an in fringement on 
Sickles' patent. Messrs. Dickerson & Sickles thereupon 
sued the Fall River Company for infringement, and 
I he suit, which attracted the greatest attention because 
of Mr. Dickerson's ability, was decided in favor of 
Dickerson & Sickles. It was not so much for the mone
tary interest to Sickles that the suit was begun, as to 
establish his reputation and the priority of his inven
tion. 

About the time the Collins Steamship Company had 
constructed the Adriatic, Horatio Allen, of t.he Novelty 
Iron Works, applied some patented valve gear of his 
own invention. These valves were ordinary plug cocks, 
but of massive proportions. These proving a failure, 
Sickles was engaged by Allen to remove the Allen gear 
and steam chests and replace them with his own in
ventions. 'rhis work Sickles gave to the Allaire Works, 
of which Mr. T. F. Secor was then president and Mr. 
Rowland the chief of the draughting room and in charge 
of the mechanical details. After the changes were 
made in the vah-e gear the Adriatic started on her 
maiden trip, during which her engines worked very 
successfully. 

SOllie time in 1856 Dickerson & Sickles contracted 
with the city of Detroit to furnish a pumping engine 
in which a duty of 100.000 foot pounds was guaranteed. 
Although the engine was not a success, it was a move 

in the right direction, for Sickles expected to obtain of America is the great dam in the OGean that forms the 
this duty, which was high for those days, by carrying Gulf Stream. Place the continent of America so it will 
a high steam pressure, 115 pounds, and by expanding lie east and west, there would be no Gulf Stream. If 
ten times. Mr. Warren Hill, who was present at the there were no other land on the globe than America, 
time of the trial, states that the pump failed to take there would be no ocean currents except those con
water and ran away, to the great alarm of the water nected with America; but such is not the case. Africa 
commissioners, who had assembled to witness the start- has her nose in the way, Australia and New Zealand 
ing up of the engine. The city of Detroit then sued intervene, and Asia is there to stop tides and make 
Dickerson & Sickles to recover the money paid them ocean currents in the Pacific Ocean. So when we find 
for the pump, but was beaten. large bodies of land directly in the path of the tides, 

Between the years 1840 and 1842 Sickles received six we find ocean currents also. All large o ceans have 
patents, the most falllous of these being granted for their counter currents or eddies. The water that has 
the theory of what is now known as differential motion, been carried west by the tides has to return as currents 
and which wal; applied to steam hammers and to steam to supply the deficiency, thus imparting the eddy mo
steering gear. the latter being the first steering gear to tion. The tides and the winds, with the land and its 
be operated by steam, and which, moreover, is in use in formations, wil l produce every circumstance connected 
almost all of the large steamers at the present day. with the ocean currents. 
This patent, as well as that on t.he cut-off, was exten- The peculiar formation of the land has a good deal 
sively infringed upon, and failing to get relief through to do about getting up the Gulf Stream. 
the courts, Mr. Sickles turned his attention to civil en- Some of the trade winds are caused by the rotary 
gineering. Going West, Mr. Sickles helped to build motion of the earth. The sun constantly warming the 
the Union Pacific Railway and the large bridge at ail' at the surface of the earth, making it lighter by 
Omaha. At about that time he patented a device for day, while the night cools it and makes it heavier, so 
anchoring bridge piers. the cool air follows the sun around the earth, and that 

Mr. Sickles was a member of the Engineers' Club of is the cause of its keeping one direction. We have some 
Kansas City, and was beloved by all for his modest proof to establish this theory taken from the United 
and gentle bearing and his charity toward all. States coast survey. Perhaps the m08t valuable item 

.. , • • .. is the discovery that the stream changes in velocity 

Cause or the Gulf Strealll aud Silllilar Ocean daily and monthly, and that prediction can bemade of 
Currents, the time of those changes. It will be remembered that 

They are produced by the rotation of the earth and the tides rise and fall daily, and. the motion of the 
by the land, with its peculiar formation; by the tidal stream depends chiefly upon the position o f  the 
wave, with the trade winds. moon in its revolution around the earth, and in the 

If the earth were a true sphere and evenly covel ed same manner the current change takes place, which 
with a layer of water, the tide would follow lihe moon follows the moon in its journey north and south of the 

around the earth with a broad, gentle swelland not ex- equator. When it was first proposed to open the 
ceed thre" feet in height directly under the moon, an d  Panama Canal the scheme was strongly opposed on 

there would be no Gulf Stream or any other ocean cur- the ground that it would endanger millions of lives. 

rents. I t was asserted that the waters of the Pacific were more 

Now, if there were a narrow belt of land reaching than one hundred feet higher than those of the At

from pole to pole, it would act on the principle of a Ian tic, and that if they got headway in the ditch they 

dam, and would stop the natural course of the tides, would drown the country all around on the Atlantic 

and would raise them from three to twenty feet at least. side. It now turns out that the Atlan tic is the higher 

To cause a very high tide, form a bay one hundred of the two, and that the difference is about six and a 
miles long and fifty miles wide at the mouth and grad- half feet. JOHN P. WHIPPLE. 
ually coming to a point at the extreme end located on Milwaukee, Wis. 
this belt of land that reaches from pole to pole, directly • , • • .. 
under the moon. The tide would ri8e at the extreme Sodiulll in tbe Streets, 

end of the bay one hundred feet ;:,t lea!<t This forma- A very remarkable discovery hall been made by Major 
tion gives the tide a very good opportuT LO enter Cardew, the Electrical Ad viser of the Board of Trade, 
the bay and force the water upward. To make this in connection with the recent street conduit box ex
better understood, I call your attention to the Bay of plosions in the St. Pancras district; and it has been 
Fundy. It is the principle that causes the tide to communicated to the newspaper press. The state of 
rise sixty feet or more at the head of that bay; it is the the St. Pancras electrical distributing plant had 
form of the bay that causes the tide to rise so high. already been adversely criticised by .l\1ajor Cardew; 
Now let us change ends of the bay and see what the and now he finds that the deposit on some of the in
effect will be, the locat.ion being the same and the sulators, suspected of being instrumental in causing 
mouth of the bay only fifty feet wide and one hundred the recent explosions, contains" a considerable quan
miles long and fifty miles wide at the extreme end or tity of the metal sodium." ']'he gravity of this dis
head, there would be no tide at the extreme end, the co very is obvious. The Board of Trade think that 
opening being so small at the mouth and the demand "the presence of this metal, which is highly infiam
for water so large, as it made its way up the bay, that mabIe by contact with water, appears to be so grave a 
it would lose its force long before it reached the head. source of danger, and to afford so reasonable an ex
But every flood tide would make a fall into the bay planation, in connection with the accumulation of 
and every ebb tide would make a fall into the ocean. escaped coal gas, of the several explosions which have 
There would be no po�sible chance for a sufficient recently occurred," that the department must look 
quantity of water to get into this bay to make a tide into the whole matter forthwith, in conj unction with 
at the extreme end. The Gulf of Mexico is a repre- the Royal Society and the Institution of Electrical 
sentation in part of this formation, so much so that the Engineers. In the meantime, the Vestry are urged to 
tide is quite small on the west shore. take practical steps to reduce the risk of explosions. 

The course of the Gulf Stream could be changed by The Electricity Committee of the Ve�try had a special 
cutting across at the Isthmus of Panam1/; a channel of meeting to consider the statement of the Board o f  
sufficient size t o  admit the passage o f  the water form- Trade; and they offered sundry observations there
ing it. The stream would then flow into the Pacific upon, concluding with an expression of the" hope 
Ocean and no longer cross the Atlantic to warm the that the Board of Trade would bring pressure to bear 
shores of Europe, at it now does. The Gulf Stre:ull is on the gas company to remedy the defective state of 
an equalizer of water as well as heat. If the water re- gas mains and services in this district, and thu!" re
mained equally distributed, there would be no ocean move the primary cause of the exploEions." Of course, 
currents. The land, with its varied formation, together the vestrymen know very well it is impossible for 
with wind and tide, the great forces which move or either themselves or the lloard of Trade to increase 
displace the water of the sea, is continually causing in- the sense of responsibility felt by the gas company 
equalities of water. The moon and sun, by their at-. for the condition of their mains and services. If the 
traction, draw the water from the poles to the center gas distributing plant in the St. Pancras district is 
directly under the moon at the tropics, and is brought old, and open to suspicion of general weakness, the 
by the tide waves from the east to the west shore, company wiII doubtless have it relaid at the earliest 
where it is held by the moon, sun, and trade winds, and possible moment. But it is beyond human power to 
forced along the shores north and south. The islalJds prevent occasional escapes of gas from a distributing 
forming the Caribbean Sea act on the principle of a' network maintained constantly under pressure be
breakwater or dam.' They hold the water that neath the surface of roads and street pavements in 
has been forced into the Caribbean Sea by the tides use for all sorts of o ther purposes; and it is for the 
and trade winds, which causes the water to be higher in owners of electrical culverts to see to it that these do 
that sea and turn it into the Gulf of Mexico, which be-I not increase the ordinary hazards of the streets.
comes the reservoir or fountain head, and whence the Jour. of Gas Lighting. 
Gulf Stream flows like a river from a lake. It is the -... �, .... >-" ..... -����� 

equalizer of water as well as heat, and makes its way Electrified Paper. 

in the direction of the greatest deficien cy of that ele- Mr. F. L. Stevens, North Hoosick, N. Y., states that 
ment. in the paper mills in that place they are sometimes 

The warmth of the stream is accounted for by t.he troubled with static electricity. In some cases sparks 
fact that its waters are supplied from the tropics, the six to eight inches in length are produced as the paper 
tide waNes acting on the principle of an eddy, so it has leaves the calender. A stearn dam per is used to pre
counter currents also. This theory rests upon the as- vent this, or a copver wire, well grounded, is made to 
sumption that. the wllter is higher on the east than on I rest on the web as it passes from the calenders to the 
the west side of tue Isthmus of Panall1a. The continent reels. 
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